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New company, High Spec Glass, targets the laminated glass market
•

Technical support from Kommerling is key to developing market
opportunities

High Spec Glass (HSG) is a newly formed company providing specialist lamination,
bonding and installation services to key architects and constructors across the south
of the country. Established by Martin and Mark Shorney, who both have extensive
experience in the production of liquid and foil lamination and high performance,
laminated glass substrates, the company has already undertaken the multilamination of thick decorative glass for the prestigious and complex "Sundial" art
installation in Staffordshire.
Mark Shorney, founder, HSG, said; "The industry focus on lamination techniques to
create ever more complex constructions requires processors to demonstrate the
highest levels of awareness of both their processes and the required specifications.
He continued; "Kommerling has played an important role in the development of our
expertise over many years and it seemed natural that we would centre the
manufacturing of our specialist laminates around its Koediguard AHV 3C 3-part
catalytic curing platform. Experience tells us that we require flexibility in both the
production process and in the mechanical interlayer performance and this is readily
available with Kommerling's passive curing, high quality acrylic based liquid
products."
Chris Davis, Composites Manager, Kommerling, said; "We are seeing a growing
market demand for higher glass specification as occupant 'well-being' becomes

increasingly important in current architectural design. The requirement to provide
more than just an aesthetic space is driving improvements in acoustic performances
and the removal of damaging or uncomfortable intrusions, such as bright or UV light,
all of which can be reduced using specifications manufactured with liquid
composites."
AHV is acknowledged as having fantastic colour rendition and reliable mechanical
profiles as both temperature and load conditions change. These are properties that
both architects and engineers value highly at a time when the demand for laminated
glass is now starting to overtake that of the more traditional monolithic products.
Currently HSG's focus is on thick, multi-layer constructions for high mechanicals
such as glass flooring, balustrading, etc. "We understand that as our business
develops the Koemmerling liquid composite range will provide a fantastic platform for
product development that will grow alongside our EVA foil lamination process. Key
benefits of the liquid lamination process are a greater surety in process and a much
lower risk of failure during curing than foil lamination, combined with greater flexibility
in the size, type and specification of combinations that we can laminate," explained
Mark Shorney.
For more information on High Spec Glass visit www.highspecglass.com
Background Kommerling
KÖMMERLING Chemische Fabrik GmbH, headquartered in Pirmasens Germany, is a
leading international manufacturer of high-quality adhesives and sealants. Since its
foundation in the year 1897, KÖMMERLING has time and again pioneered the development
of innovative technologies for modern adhesives and sealants.
We are passionate about innovative solutions for improving energy efficiency. Together with
our customers we analyse their processes to then optimise these with jointly elaborated
solutions. We replace mechanical fasteners, make products lighter, more durable and less
noisy. This has made KÖMMERLING a technology leader in many adhesive and sealant
applications. With our excellent product quality and worldwide service, we have evolved into
a widely-recognised systems supplier for the Glass, Transport, Construction, Industrial
Assembly and Renewable Energy industries.
KÖMMERLING offers the most complete product range for the glass industry – and hence
solutions for nearly every application from a single source. Our adhesives and sealants fulfil
the highest requirements of international certification standards. In addition, they are tested
according to even more stringent internal criteria.
For more information visit http://www.kommerlinguk.com/
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For Kommerling business enquires please contact Chris Davis, Composites Manager,
Kommerling
Mobile: +0044 (0) 7547174214
Email: chris.davis@koe-chemie.de
For HSG business enquiries please contact Mark Shorney, director
Email: info@highspecglass.com
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